VALUE-AD SMART LEAD ALLOCATION CASE STUDY
Using Value-Ad’s Smart Lead Allocation method, one of South Africa’s
top retail banks increases strike rates on sales of additional products
by 36.6%.

Overview
Big Bank* is one of the top 5 Retail Banks in South Africa. In order to meet and exceed
targets, Big Bank’s Bancassurance division needs to drive revenue using the current staff
and technology of their outbound call centre. In these particular circumstances, ValueAd’s automated lead distribution, feedback and reporting processes are not required,
however, Big Bank has applied Value-Ad’s SMART Lead Allocation services to achieve
these goals.
Outbound call centre deals are concluded when call centre agents successfully sell a
specific product to a sales lead that they have been provided with. Increasing the
percentage of deals sold by the same salespeople, using the same resources to sell, can
make an enormous difference to profitability, as well as the retention of sales people.
This specific outbound call centre is responsible for cross-selling Funeral Plans,
Accidental Death and Injury Policies, Disability Insurance and Critical Illness Insurance
products to existing bank customers. The Big Bank has applied Propensity to Purchase
modelling to their client data base to compile a list of sales leads to target for these
campaigns.

The Solution
In order to apply SMART Lead Allocation to match the call centre agent to the clients
that they are more likely to succeed with, Value-Ad analysed past sales data to profile
each agent in order to determine their individual selling fingerprint. Based on these
findings, Value-Ad then allocated each agent the leads they are most likely to succeed
with. Business guidelines and requirements, such as how to treat new agents that don’t
have historic call data, or the minimum or maximum quotas to be allocated to each agent
were taken into account.
In order to be able to measure with certainty any uplift attributable to Value-Ad’s Smart
Allocation, and exclude other factors that may have influenced results, Big Bank randomly
divided the leads into two groups, with the splits varying per campaign but averaging an
approximate 70:30 split.
Unique lead identifying numbers allowed Value-Ad to identify which leads belonged to
which group. The smaller group of leads in each campaign served as the control, and the
Value-Ad-profiled call centre agents were allocated these leads randomly – as would have
normally been the case.

SMART Lead Allocation was applied to the allocation of the remaining leads. In one
specific campaign, Value-Ad removed 10% of the lowest value leads, eliminating calls
made to people that were highly unlikely to purchase the products. When the leads were
returned with their suggested allocations to Big Bank, the control leads and the Value-Ad
allocated leads were intermixed and it was not possible to tell which were which, so that
they were all treated the same. The leads were then distributed in the usual way.

Results
The closing ratios of the Value-Ad allocated leads and those of the randomly allocated
leads were compared, and the figures below show an increase in strike rates across the
four products sold, from 18.89% to 50.01%. This is a significant improvement, and given
the use of an experiment and control group, can be directly attributed to Value-Ad’s
SMART Lead Allocation .
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Conclusion
With all other factors equal, sales leads matched to call centre agents using Value-Ad’s
Smart Lead Allocation process showed significantly higher closing ratios than leads that
had been allocated randomly.

*Due to non-disclosure agreements, for the sake of this study the Bank referred to in this
case study shall be referred to as Big Bank.

